How to get the most from your ROYAL SIGNET®

The New, Compact Portable with Standard Keyboard and Big Typewriter Performance Plus Dual Purpose Luggage-Style Carrying Case
EASY PAPER HANDLING

To insert properly, place the paper against the paper table behind the cylinder with your left hand. The paper should rest lightly in this slot with left edge flush against the paper guide as your right hand slowly turns the right cylinder knob to feed the paper around the cylinder.

When the paper appears in front of the cylinder, raise the paper bail and continue to feed the paper through to the desired position. Then lower the paper bail over the sheet.

If the paper needs adjusting or straightening, pull the paper release lever forward and straighten the paper. Then move the paper release lever back to lock the paper in position.

When using several sheets of paper and carbon paper, the paper release lever should be pulled forward before the paper pack is inserted in the slot behind the cylinder. Then push back into locked position.

TOUCHSET MARGIN CONTROL

To set the left margin, just depress the carriage release lever and position the carriage where you want your writing line to begin. Release the lever and slide the left margin control from left to right until it stops. Your left margin is set.

To set the right margin, depress the carriage release lever and position the carriage where you want your writing line to end. Release the lever and slide the right margin control from right to left until it stops. That's it - your margins are set.
1. CARRYING CASE - To remove your Royal Signet from its case, simply lift the machine out.

2. SHIFT LOCK KEY - By depressing this key, the shift is locked in position for typing capitals and upper case characters. This lock can be quickly disengaged by touching the left Shift Key.

3. MARGIN RELEASE KEY AND Anti-JAM KEY - Several additional characters may be typed after the bell has rung. To type beyond the margin setting on either side of the sheet, depress this release key. Also by depressing this key you can disengage type bars tangled at the printing point.

4. CARRIAGE LOCK - This lock, located on the left side of the machine below the cylinder knob, prevents the carriage from moving while the machine is being carried or placed in its case. To release, simply depress.

5. POSITIONING SCALE - This scale spans the width of the cylinder on the paper ball. Use it to determine margins or to center headings on your paper.

6. BALL BEARING CARRIAGE - 18 bracketed ball bearings set in precision double track produce the smoothest, extra-easy carriage movement ever.

7. LINE SPACE LEVER - By pushing this streamlined lever from left to right, carriage return and line spacing are accomplished simultaneously with one easy motion. This specially designed touch lever affords maximum speed and ease of changing lines. For maximum efficiency normal hand pressure should be applied to avoid irregular left hand margins.

8. LINE SPACE SELECTOR - Set the lever at the figure 1 for single line spacing, at 2 for double spacing or to the notch between these two figures for one and a half line spacing. By setting the lever at 0, you disengage the selector and can insert characters between lines.

9. PAPER GUIDE - Acting as a straight edge, the Paper Guide assures perfect alignment of your paper at all times. Paper always stays straight in a Royal.

10. HIDEAWAY PAPER SUPPORT - Keeps the paper up off the desk and in full view. Folds down when not in use.

11. TOUCHSET MARGIN CONTROL - Completely visible margin setting. (See reverse side of this sheet for complete instructions on this easy-to-use feature.)

The Royal® Signet is the perfect portable for . . .

Travelers  Students  Businessmen  Professionals  Housewives

... those who need a compact, lightweight machine that delivers big typewriter performance.

With its standard keyboard, the Signet offers effortless, lightning action and crisp, clearly etched letters. Precision-built, it has a rugged, one-piece frame and solid base plate for extra years of use, wherever you go. We urge you to read these instructions carefully; the more you know about your Royal Signet, the greater typing pleasure and the better results it will give you.
CHANGING THE RIBBON

1. Remove the top plate, depress shift lock key, and wind the ribbon into one spool. (NOTE: Before disengaging ribbon from ribbon vibrator, notice how it is threaded and the direction it winds on the spools.)
2. Release ribbon from empty spool, remove and discard full spool.
3. Attach new ribbon to empty spool. Place spools on ribbon spool shafts with black half of ribbon on top. The ribbon should then be inserted in the ribbon vibrator (B), after which it should be passed through the ribbon forks (A) and the ribbon guides (C).
4. Automatic Ribbon Reverse: The ribbon reverses automatically in both directions after the full length of the ribbon has been used. If you want to reverse the ribbon by hand, remove top plate and move the ribbon guide (C) on either spool in the opposite direction.

It's easy to keep your portable in top condition

6 STEPS FOR TAKING CARE OF YOUR ROYAL SIGNET

1. From time to time, dust the outside and accessible parts with a brush or dry cloth.
2. Clean the type regularly with a recommended type cleaner and a short bristle brush.
3. Do not erase directly over the printing point. Move the carriage to either side, then erase.
4. Keep your portable in the case when not in use.
5. Replace ribbon at regular intervals. This will assure clean, sharp typing at all times.
6. If your Royal Signet requires mechanical attention, especially cleaning and oiling, return to the dealer from whom purchased or the nearest Royal McBee branch office.

ROYAL® PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

Product of Royal McBee Corporation, 850 Third Avenue, New York 22, New York